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SECTION 1: LISTENING (10 points) 

Part 1. You are going to hear somebody giving their opinion about the media and its influence on 

society. For each question, fill in the missing information. Write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS 

OR NUMBER(S) for each answer. (5 points) 

1. The media is often a source of gossip, ______ and propaganda. 

2. Entertainers use it to stay in the ______.   

3. Celebrities find themselves being followed and photographed in most ______ situations. 

4. The percentage of people who did not have a particular point of view about the privacy of 

celebrities was ______. 

5. The most influential form of media is ______. 

Write your answers here: 

1.   2.   3.   

4.   5.   

Part 2: You will hear an interview with a man called Mark Phillips, who is talking about his work as 

a potter. Write your answer A, B, or C in the numbered box. (5 points) 

1. Why did pottery not appeal to Mark when he was younger? 

A. He was put off by his mother’s achievements. 

B. His many attempts always seemed to end in failure. 

C. He was too busy playing in a band to take an interest. 

2. Why did Mark decide to take up pottery? 

A. His own computer company went bankrupt.   

B. He saw how enjoyable pottery classes could be. 

C. He realized he needed to be more creative. 

3. What did Mark say about being a student again? 

A. He missed having responsibility. 

B. He was made to feel that he was different. 

C. He felt physically challenged. 

4. Mark describes the pots he makes as ______ 

A. reflecting shapes in nature. 

B. objects that are to be used. 

C. his mother’s works.  

5. What has surprised Mark about the pottery community? 

A. how supportive they have been to a newcomer. 

B. how willing other potters are to share ideas. 

C. how content they are with their lifestyle. 

Write your answers here:  

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 

SECTION 2: PHONETICS (10 points) 

ĐỀ THI CHÍNH THỨC 
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I. Choose the word (A, B, C or D) whose underlined part is pronounced differently. Write your 

answers in the numbered box. (5 points) 

1. A. gradually B. procedure C. dependent D. education 

2. A. astounding B. contact C. background D. formality 

3. A. endure B. pasture C. measure D. capture 

4. A. stomach B. charcoal C. mechanize D. archaeology 

5. A. decreases B. rehearses C. increases D. advises 

Write your answers here:  

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 

II. Choose the word (A, B, C or D) whose stress pattern is different from that of the others. Write your 

answers in the numbered box. (5 points) 

1. A. metro B. campaign C. garnish D. sculpture 

2. A. burden B. unite C. forbid D. impose 

3. A. romantic B. acceptable C. elegant D. decisive 

4. A. advantageous B. confidential C. sympathetic D. considerable 

5. A. constitution B. cosmopolitan C. equivalence D. nationality 

Write your answers here:  

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 

 

SECTION 3: LEXICO-GRAMMAR (35 points) 

I. Choose the word or phrase which best completes each of the following sentences. Write your answer 

A, B, C or D in the numbered box. (15 points) 

1. It is advisable that a career objective ______ by every applicant at the start of his/her resume. 

A. is written B. be written C. must be written D. to be written 

2. The flags of Italy and Mexico are ______ the same; the only difference is that Mexico’s flag has an 

emblem in the center. 

A. entirely B. identically C. basically D. colorfully 

3. According to my______, we should have enough money for the rest of the month. 

A. measurements B. calculations C. suspicions D. expectations 

4. Son: “I'm not hot. I'm absolutely roasting”  – Father:  “______” 

A. Your lucky thing! I'm sure you'll enjoy it. B. Let's go and cool down in the sea. 

C. You'll get a lovely suntan. D. Maybe you've got a sun stroke. 

5. Did you see John this morning? He looked like ______. He must have attended the party last night! 

A. a bear with a sore head B. death warmed up 

C. a dead duck  D. a wet blanket 

6. She is going ______the Cambridge First Certificate because she wants to study abroad. 

A. in for B. along with C. down with D. back on 

7. No one cares about the starving people ______.  

A. whose aid is intended for B. whom the aid is intended 

C. that the aid is intended for D. for the aid is intended 

8. We’ll have to ______down the options before coming to a decision. 

A. slow B. narrow C. bring D. wind 

9. ______ the barrier at the side of the road, the car would have crashed into the valley below. 

A. But for B. Apart from C. Except for D. Unless 

10. The police are working ______ with the Football Association in an effort to stamp out soccer 

violence. 

A. hand in glove B. hand over fist C. hand in hand D. on hands and knees 

11. In a money-oriented society, the average individual cares little about solving ______ problem. 

A. any other B. any other’s C. anyone else’s D. anyone’s else 

12. My new glasses cost me ______ the pair I bought last month. 

A. more than three times B. three times as much as  

C. more three times than D. as much three times as 

13. Every woman who has enough criteria can join the beauty contest ______ their background. 
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A. irrespective of B. in consideration of C. under guarantee D. on account for 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s)/ phrase(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s)/ phrase(s) in each of the following sentences 

14. They didn’t plan to go away for the weekend. They decided to go to the mountain on the spur of 

the moment. 

A. abruptly B. naturally C. intentionally D. deliberately 

15. When being interviewed, you should concentrate on what the interviewer is saying or asking you. 

A. be related to B. be interested in C. express interest in D. pay all attention to 

Write your answers here:  

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 

6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 

11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 

 

II. Identify the underlined word or phrase that must be changed to make the sentence correct by 

writing your answer A, B, C or D in the numbered box. (5 points) 

1. Dictionaries frequently explain the origin of the defined word, state its part of speech and indication 

                   A                             B                       C                                                                  D 

its correct use. 

2. The United States annually import more than $3 billion worthy of Italian clothing, jewelry, and shoes. 

               A                                                B                             C                         D 

3. During our conversation he couldn’t help asking me if my sister has already given birth to a baby. 

         A                                                                      B                                          C                D 

4. Overlooking the Hudson River in New York, the Cloisters includes parts several medieval monasteries  

             A                                                                                      B        C            

and chapels brought from Europe. 

                         D 

5. Regardless of your teaching method, the objective of any conversation class should be for the students  

              A                                                               B                                                C 

to practise speaking words. 

                            D 

Write your answers here:  

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 

 

III. Give the correct forms of the verbs in brackets. Write your answers in the numbered box. (5 points) 

1. She described the accident as if she ______ (witness) it yesterday. 

2. We have got everything for the field trip. Nothing seems ______ (forget). 

3. Tim looks so frightened and upset. He ______ (experience) something terrible. 

4. I didn’t get home until after midnight last night. Otherwise, I ______ (return) your call. 

5. Though ______ (write) for children, "Alice in the Wonderland" appeals to many adult readers, too. 

Write your answers here:  

1. 2. 3. 

4. 5.  

 

IV. Complete the passage by filling in each blank with the correct form of the word in each bracket. 

Write your answers in the numbered box. (10 points) 

In Britain, what is described as “food miles”, the distance which food is transported from the place 

where it is grown to its point of sale, continues to rise. This has major economic, social and environmental 

consequences, given by the traffic congestion and pollution which (1- vary) ______ follow. 

According to (2- press) ______ groups, the same amount of food is travelling 50% further than 

twenty years ago. What’s more, the rise in the demand for road haulage over this period has mostly been 
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due to the transport of food and drink. The groups assert that the increase in the number of lorry journeys 

is (3-exceed) ______ and that many of these are far from (4- essence) ______. 

In the distribution system employed by British food (5- retail) ______, fleets of lorries bring all 

goods into more (6- centre) ______ located warehouses for redistribution across the country. (7- logic) 

______ as this might appear, the situation whereby some goods get sent back to the same areas from 

which they came is (8- avoid) ______. 

In response to the scathing (9- critic) ______from environmentalists, some food distributors aim to 

minimize the impact of food miles by routing vehicles, wherever possible, on motorways after dark. This 

encourages greater energy efficiency while also reducing the impact on (10- resident) ______ areas 

through which they would otherwise pass. 

Write your answers here:  

1. 2. 3. 

4. 5. 6. 

7. 8. 9. 

10.   

 

SECTION 4: READING (25 points) 

I. Read the following passage and fill each numbered blank with ONE suitable word. Write your 

answers in the numbered box. (10 points) 

Today we take electricity for (1) ______ and perhaps we do not realize just how useful this discovery 

has been. Steam was the first invention that replaced wind power. It was used to drive engines and was 

passed (2) ______ pipes and radiators to warm rooms. Petrol mixed with air was the next invention that 

provided power. Exploded in a cylinder, it drove a motor engine. Beyond (3) ______ simple and direct 

uses, those forms have not much adaptability. On the other hand, we make use of electricity in thousands 

of ways. From the powerful voltages that drive our electric trains to the tiny current to work a simple 

calculator, and from the huge electric magnet in steel works that can lift 10 tons to the tiny electric 

magnet in a doorbell, all are powered by electricity. Other (4) ______ atomic energy, which has not as 

yet been harnessed to the full, electricity is the greatest power in the world. To (5)______ electricity, 

huge turbines must be turned. When dams are built, falling water is used to drive the turbines (6) ______ 

polluting the atmosphere. Atomic power is used in several countries but there is always the fear of an 

accident. A tragedy once occurred at Chernobyl, in Ukraine, at an atomic power plant used to make 

electricity. The reactor (7) ______, which caused many deaths through radiation. Now scientists are 

examining new ways of creating electricity without harmful (8) ______ to the environment. They may 

harness the tides as they flow in and out of bays. Most importantly, they hope to trap sunlight more 

(9)______. We do use solar heaters for swimming pools but as yet improvement in the capacity of the 

solar cells to create more current is necessary. When this happens, electric cars will be viable and the 

world will rid itself of the toxic gases (10) ______ off by trucks and cars that burn fossil fuels. 

Write your answers here:  

1. 2. 3. 

4. 5. 6. 

7. 8. 9. 

10.   

 

II. Read the following passage and choose the word or phrase (A, B, C or D) that best fits the blank 

in the following passage. Write your answers in the numbered box. (10 points) 

When in Britain, you must never complain. Complaining is very un-British. If you are (1) ______ 

waiting half an hour in a shop, if a bus (2) ______ is rude to you, if a waiter brings your food ice-cold, 

you keep your mouth shut. The stiff upper lip is the British way. Other nationalities might make a 

(3)______, protest loudly or call for the manager, but not the British. 
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Remember also that British ears are simply not tuned to complaints. A friend of mine was a regular 

(4) ______ at a famous and expensive London restaurant. Every day at 2 p.m. and 9 p.m. the (5)______ 

manager would come out (as he had been doing for the last 37 years), go from table to table and (6) 

______ “Did you enjoy your meal?”. For 37 years, hundreds of thousands of properly (7) ______ up 

British people had replied to him: “Very much indeed.” The man would smile, say “Thank you very 

much,” and progress to the next table. 

One day, however, the lunch was so (8) ______ that my friend (Dutch mother, Albanian father) 

decided to tell him the naked truth. So, when the antiquated manager appeared at his table as usual and 

asked, “Did you enjoy your meal, sir?” my friend replied: “(9) ______, not at all. It was appalling.” To 

which the manager gave his (10) ______, obsequious smile, said: “Thank you very much, sir,” and 

moved on, quite satisfied. 

1. A. made B. kept C. stayed D. held 

2. A. conductor B. attendance C. assistant D. steward 

3. A. discussion B. argument C. quarrel D. fuss 

4. A. supporter B. purchaser C. customer D. guest 

5. A. mature B. elderly C. outdated D. vintage 

6. A. inquire B. query C. request D. probe 

7. A. raised B. grown C. educated D. brought 

8. A. offensive B. painful C. abominable D. harrowing 

9. A. sincerely B. largely C. bluntly D. frankly 

10. A. customary B. average C. commonplace D. daily 

Write your answers here:  

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 

6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 

 

III. Read the following passage and choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D) for each of the questions 

below. Write your answers in the numbered box. (5 points) 

Space is a dangerous place, not only because of meteors but also because of rays from the sun and 

other stars. The atmosphere again acts as our protective blanket on earth. Light gets through, and this is 

essential for plants to make the food which we eat. Heat, too, makes our environment endurable. Various 

kinds of rays come through the air from outer space, but enormous quantities of radiation from the sun 

are screened off. As soon as men leave the atmosphere, they are exposed to this radiation but their 

spacesuits or the walls of their spacecraft, if they are inside, do prevent a lot of radiation damage. 

Radiation is the greatest known danger to explorers in space. The unit of radiation is called “rem”. 

Scientists have reason to think that a man can put up with far more radiation than 0.1 rem without being 

damaged; the figure of 60 rem has been agreed on. The trouble is that it is extremely difficult to be sure 

about radiation damage - a person may feel perfectly well, but the cells of his or her sex organs may be 

damaged, and this will not be discovered until the birth of deformed children or even grandchildren. 

Missions of the Apollo flights have had to cross belts of high radiation, and during the outward and 

return journeys, the Apollo crew accumulated a large amount of rem. So far, no dangerous amounts of 

radiation have been reported, but the Apollo missions have been quite short. We simply do not know yet 

how men are going to get on when they spend weeks and months outside the protection of the 

atmosphere, working in a space laboratory. Drugs might help to decrease the damage done by radiation, 

but no really effective ones have been found so far. 

 

1. According to the first paragraph, the atmosphere is essential to man because ______. 

A. it protects him against the harmful rays from space  

B. it provides sufficient light for plant growth 

C. it supplies the heat necessary for human survival  

D. it screens off the falling meteors 

 

2. We know from the passage that ______. 

A. exposure to even tiny amounts of radiation is fatal 
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B. the effect of exposure to radiation is slow in coming 

C. radiation is avoidable in space exploration 

D. astronauts in spacesuits needn't worry about radiation damage 

3. The harm radiation has done to the Apollo crew ______. 

A. is insignificant B. seems overestimated C. is enormous  D. remains unknown 

4. It can be inferred from the passage that ______. 

A. the Apollo mission was very successful 

B. protection from space radiation is not easy job 

C. astronauts will have deformed children or grandchildren 

D. radiation is not a threat to well-protected space explorers 

5. The best title for this passage would be ______. 

A. The Atmosphere and Our Environment B. Research on Radiation 

C. Effects of Space Radiation   D. Importance of Protection against Radiation 

Write your answers here:  

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 

 

SECTION 5: WRITING (20 points) 

I. Complete the second sentence so that it has similar meaning to the first sentence, using the word in 

bold given in brackets. Do NOT change the word given. (5 points) 

1. There is no need for me to tell you that you’ll be paid handsomely for your work. (saying) 

→ It ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. It was wrong of you to borrow my book without asking for my permission. (have) 

→ You ……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3. They listened eagerly and attentively to the president’s speech. (ears) 

→They ……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

4. Simon hadn’t expected that he would feel so weak after the operation. (left) 

→ The operation …………………………………………………………………….….………..… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

5. We are thankful to the doctors and nurses for their contribution to preventing COVID-19. (what) 

→We are thankful to ……………….……………………………………………..………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

II. Complete each of the following sentences in such a way that it has similar meaning to the sentence 

printed before. (5 points) 

1. Most people can understand Tom when he speaks Vietnamese. 

→Tom can make…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. Your scheme is brilliant, but I do not think it will work. 

→ Brilliant…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

3. Experts think that all dogs evolved from wolves. 
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→All dogs are…………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

4. Something must be done quickly to solve the problem of homelessness. 

→Urgent …………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

5. Mass tourism has caused the environmental problems in Ha Long Bay. 

→Mass tourism is…………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

III. Extracurricular activities are becoming more and more important to school students. Write a 

paragraph (from 120 to 150 words) about the benefits of extracurricular activities. (10 points) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

 

----------------- THE END ----------------- 

 

 

 

Cán bộ coi thi không giải thích gì thêm. 


